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Mystery Monday Stamping  
Monday March 13, 2023 
Click here for YouTube Link 
 

CLUE #1 
 

Your Card will be PORTRAIT (up and down so cut your Designer Series 
paper accordingly) 
 
1. Colored Cardstock– 5 ½” x 7 ¼”, scrap 
2. Basic White Cardstock – 2 7/8” x 5 ¼” 
3. Basic White Cardstock – scrap 
4. Designer Series Paper (same pattern) – (1) 1” x 5 ¼”, (1) 2 7/8” x 5 ¼” 
5. Dies, Punches, Snips, Trimmer (just in case) 
6. Stamps 
7. Ink 
8. Other Coloring tools if needed for Stamps 
9. Adhesive – Including Dimensionals and Liquid Glue 
10. Embellishments 
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CLUE #2 
Score Colored Cardstock that measures 5 ½” x 7 ¼” at 4 ¼” on the long 
side 
 
CLUE #3 
Adhere Designer Series Paper that measures 2 7/8” to right front panel of 
card front with adhesive 
 
CLUE #4 
Add Designer Series Paper that measures 1” x 5 ¼” to right side of card 
(this is technically on the inside of your card!) 
 
CLUE #5 
Add the Basic White Cardstock that measures 2 7/8” x 5 ¼” to inside of 
card 
 
CLUE #6 
Stamp greeting on Basic White scrap and use Dies, punches, snips or 
trimmer to cut it out 
 
CLUE #7 
Create a mat for your greeting layer with Colored Cardstock mat, add the 
two layers together with adhesive 
 
CLUE #8 
Add Greeting layers to your card front so that most of it is on the front of the 
card on the DSP and the rest is on the other piece of DSP 
 
CLUE #9 
Look at your card, does it need an image?  If so, stamp and cut it out now 
with Dies or punches, add it to your card front 
 
CLUE #10 
Add Embellishments if you want to 
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MYSTERY SOLVED! 

 
 
 
Shop Online Exclusives here 
If something is showing currently unavailable it is coming back! 
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